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A Delay-Sensitive Multicast Protocol for Network
Capacity Enhancement in Multirate MANETs
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Abstract—Due to significant advances in wireless modulation
technologies, some MAC standards such as 802.11a, 802.11b, and
802.11g can operate with multiple data rates for QoS-constrained
multimedia communication to utilize the limited resources of
MANETs more efficiently. In this paper, by means of measuring
the busy/idle ratio of the shared radio channel, a method for estimating one-hop delay is first suggested. Then, by constructing a
multicast tree, a delay-sensitive multicast protocol for real-time applications in multirate MANETs is proposed. In order to increase
the network capacity, the proposed multicast protocol intends to
minimize the sum of the total transmission time of the forwarders
and the total blocking time of the blocked hosts, by taking the
neighboring information of the forwarders into account and properly adjusting the data rates of the forwarders. Simulation results
show that the proposed delay estimation method is more accurate,
as compared with previous works. Besides, the proposed multicast
protocol can induce higher network capacity, while satisfying the
delay requirement.
Index Terms—Delay-sensitive protocol, IEEE 802.11, multicast,
multirate MANET, network capacity, QoS.

I. INTRODUCTION
N A mobile ad hoc network (MANET), mobile hosts can
communicate with one another by multihop transmission
without utilizing a fixed infrastructure and centralized administration. A current trend for information-sharing applications is
to transmit data packets in terms of multicast. Multicast services
are a kind of group communication with which data packets are
delivered simultaneously from the source to destinations. In order to multicast data packets, building a multicast tree is more
efficient than sending the same packets individually from the
source to destinations.
Recently, there are more and more applications (e.g., VoIP,
live streaming TV, videoconference, and online gaming) that
rely on real-time multicast services. Delay-sensitive multicast
protocols are indispensable to such multicast services. A multicast protocol is delay-sensitive, if the delay requirements of
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the requested multicast services can be satisfied with specified
confidence levels, i.e., specified percentages of data packets
whose end-to-end delays are smaller than some predefined values. To build a delay-sensitive multicast tree, both one-hop delay
and end-to-end delay must be aware, where the one-hop delay
(end-to-end delay) means the time required to transmit a packet
between two neighboring hosts (from the source to some destination). When the contention-based IEEE 802.11 MAC is used,
the one-hop delay includes channel contention time (and packet
transmission time), which is difficult to estimate, because of the
shared radio channel.
Nowadays, due to significant advances in wireless modulation
technologies, some MAC standards such as 802.11a, 802.11b,
and 802.11g can operate with multiple data rates, in order to
utilize the limited resources of MANETs more efficiently. However, the maximal data rate with which the transmitter can transmit packets successfully depends on the signal-to-interferenceand-noise ratio (SINR) perceived by the receiver. The SINR
value is inversely proportional to the transmission range. When
the transmitter uses a higher data rate, the receiver has to perceive a higher SINR, which further requires a shorter transmission range for the transmitter, in order to have a successful
transmission. Thus, in multirate MANETs, the neighborhood of
a host may vary, which causes it more difficult to estimate the
one-hop delay (and end-to-end delay).
In MANETs, when a host is transmitting packets, its neighbors are blocked (i.e., forbidden to send packets) since it shares
the radio channel with its neighbors, which means the source
of its neighbors is consumed by its transmission and vice versa.
When we are designing a QoS routing (or multicasting) protocol for a MANET, its neighboring information should be maintained for estimating the resource consumed by the constructed
QoS route and its neighbors in order to avoid resource violation of it and its neighbors. It is also desired that the obtained
QoS routing (or multicasting) protocol can utilize the limited
wireless resources more efficiently (e.g., admit more requested
flows).
Previously, there were routing/multicasting protocols designed for single-rate MANETs [1]–[9] or multirate MANETs
[10]–[15], [16]. They, except [3], [7], [14], are neither bandwidth guaranteed nor delay sensitive, and suffer from the hidden
route problem (HRP) [7] or the hidden multicast route problem
(HMRP) [7], as a consequence of failing to collect neighboring
information for estimating the resource consumption. The two
proposed in [3] and [7] can provide bandwidth guarantee, and
the one proposed in [14] is delay-sensitive.
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In (single-rate or multirate) MANETs, a host is a transmission neighbor (carrier sense neighbor) of another, if the former is
within the transmission range (carrier sense range) of the latter.
When a host is transmitting packets, its carrier sense neighbors must be blocked, i.e., the host consumes the resources of
its carrier sense neighbors. HRP or HMRP may be triggered,
if some transmitters fail to consider the residual resources of
their carrier sense neighbors while deciding if a requested flow
can be admitted. It was indicated in [7] that HRP or HMRP
is prone to happen as the network traffic is saturated. When
they happen, bandwidth or delay requirements of ongoing flows
are not satisfied and the network performance degrades considerably. Unless specified otherwise, we use neighbor to denote
transmission neighbor in the rest of this paper.
By means of measuring the busy/idle ratio of the shared radio
channel, a method for estimating the one-hop delay and end-toend delay in multirate MANETs was suggested in [13], which is
an earlier version of this paper. Further, a multicast protocol resulted by integrating the delay estimation method into ODMRP
[17]. Although the multicast protocol is applicable to multirate
MANETs, it suffers from HRP and HMRP. We have proposed a
delay-sensitive routing protocol [14] in multirate MANETs by
constructing a single route which can avoid HRP. Different from
[14], in this paper, a delay-sensitive multicast protocol for multicast services in multirate MANETs is proposed for determining
multiple delay-sensitive routes concurrently from a server to all
clients. It not only can avoid HRP, but can avoid HMRP while
permitting multiple flows concurrently. Further, the end-to-end
delays of the determined multicast tree will be smaller than the
delay requirement of the requesting multicast service with a certain confidence level. No delay-sensitive multicast protocol for
the multirate MANETs was proposed before.
On the other hand, since higher data rates can render one-hop
delays smaller, most of the previous routing/multicasting protocols selected forwarders with higher data rates. However, higher
data rates also cause more forwarders to participate in packet
forwarding along the routes. When a forwarder is transmitting
packets, its carrier sense neighbors must be blocked. So, the
network performance will worsen, if there are too many forwarders. There is a compromise between the data rate used and
the number of blocked hosts, in order to enhance the network
performance. The proposed multicast protocol intends to minimize the sum of the total transmission time of the forwarders and
the total blocking time of the blocked hosts by taking the neighboring information of the forwarders into account and properly
adjusting the data rates of the forwarders, while constructing the
multicast tree. A multicasting route with less total transmission
time and total blocking time can reduce the resource consumption to the network so that the network capacity is increased,
i.e., more flows are admitted into the network.
II. RELATED WORK
The QoS-intended routing/multicasting protocols in [1]–[9]
were designed for single-rate MANETs. The protocols trying
to reduce transmission delay (i.e., [1], [2], [8], [9]) are not delay sensitive, as a consequence of failing to estimate end-to-end

delays [1] or failing to take newly admitted flows into consideration [2], [8], [9], while estimating end-to-end delays. Besides,
they fail to avoid HRP. The three multicast protocols in [4]–
[6] may suffer from HMRP, as a consequence that they did not
simultaneously construct routes from the source to destinations.
The routing/multicasting protocols [10]–[12], [14]–[16] were
designed for multirate MANETs. The five protocols [10]–[12],
[15], [16] are neither bandwidth guaranteed nor delay sensitive,
because the resource consumption of neighboring hosts of a forwarder is not estimated. By considering the carrier sense neighbors of forwarders in [14], we proposed a distributed routing
protocol, which can avoid HRP and satisfy delay requirement
of a requested flow.
Estimation methods for the one-hop delay and end-to-end
delay can be found in the literature [18]–[22]. The behavior of
the IEEE 802.11 was explicitly analyzed according to different
traffic loads in [18] and [19], and the Markov-modulated Poisson
process was used to estimate the average delays. However, in
their analysis, channel condition was not considered and some
parameters of the traffic flows must be aware in advance. An
approximation model was proposed In [20] and [21], which
estimates the one-hop delay by calculating the packet collision
probability. The analysis of the one-hop delay in [20] and [21]
is for saturated (nonsaturated) wireless LANs.
In [21], the analysis of the one-hop delay for a host requires
the traffic attempt rate (i.e., the ratio of the number of attempts to
the time spent in backoff) of its each neighboring host. However,
it is not easy to estimate the traffic attempt rate for a wireless
channel, especially in multirate MANETs. The delay estimation
method in [22] simply measures the busy/idle ratio of the shared
radio channel. Since the delay estimation methods in [20]–[22]
take channel condition into account, they can estimate the onehop delay more accurately than those in [18] and [19].
III. DELAY-SENSITIVE MULTICAST PROTOCOL
In this section, a delay-sensitive multicast protocol for multirate MANETs is proposed. The IEEE 802.11 distribution coordination function (DCF) with multiple rates is used as the
underlying MAC protocol. A single physical channel is available for packet transmission, and each host is able to monitor
the status of the channel, which is perceived as idle or busy.
A host considers the channel busy if it senses a signal whose
strength exceeds the carrier sense threshold, and idle otherwise.
The proposed protocol can transmit data packets with different
rates, but transmit control packets with the base (i.e., the lowest)
rate. For example, the base rate for the IEEE 802.11b is 1 Mb/s.
The delay estimation method and proposed tree construction algorithm also can be used when different contention-based MAC
protocols, such as IEEE 802.11e, which give higher priority to
real-time flows, are used as the MAC protocol.
Suppose that there are n data rates available, denoted by
r1 < r2 < . . . < rn . If host hi uses data rate rp (1 ≤ p ≤ n) and
host hj is within the transmission range of hi , then hj is called
an rp -neighbor of host hi ; if host hk is within the carrier sense
range of hi , then hk is called an rp -carrier sense neighbor
of host hi . The transmission range (carrier sense range [23]–
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TABLE I
TWO TABLES FOR h i : (a) T i , 1 AND (b) T i , 2

[25]) is a distance from a transmitter within which a receiver
can receive and decode the packets correctly (can receive signal
power higher than the carrier sense threshold). The transmission
range varies with the data rate used; a higher data rate can result
in a smaller transmission range. When a host is within the carrier
sense range, but out of the transmission range, of a transmitter, it
can sense the signal, but does not necessarily decode the packets
correctly. When a transmitter is transmitting packets, all hosts
within its carrier sense range must be blocked.
The proposed multicast protocol intends to construct a delaysensitive multicast tree that can minimize the sum of the total
transmission time of the forwarders and the total blocking time
of the blocked hosts. Delay violation to the ongoing flows due
to newly admitted flows can be also avoided. For this purpose,
a method of estimating the one-hop delay for each forwarder is
needed.

A. Finding Neighboring Hosts
In order to identify the rp -neighbors and rp -carrier sense
neighbors of a host hi in the multirate MANETs, each host
needs to construct two tables, named one-hop neighbor table
(denoted by Ti,1 ) and two-hop neighbor table (denoted by Ti,2 ).
Refer to Table I for Ti,1 and Ti,2 . All r1 -neighbors hj of hi
are stored in Ti,1 , and all r1 -neighbors hk of hj are stored in
Ti,2 , where r1 is the base rate. Associated with hj , the following
parameters are stored in Ti,1 : b/i ratioj , E bf slotj , E pktj ,
SINRi,j , SINRj,i , pi,j , and pj,i . Similarly, associated with hk ,
five parameters: b/i ratiok , E bf slotk , E pktk , SINRj,k , and
pj,k , are stored in Ti,2 . For ease of reference, all parameters
used for neighboring information (see Section III-A) and delay
estimation (see Section III-B) are listed in Table II.
The values of SINRi,j , SINRj,i , and SINRj,k can be estimated by pi,j , pj,i , and pj,k , respectively. SINRi,j is the SINR
values of the link hj → hi , which is used to determine the data
rates of hi . pi,j is the received signal power of hj from hi , which
can be estimated based on the received signal strength indication
(obtained from the driver of the wireless network adapter) on
PHY layer of hi . A receiver-based approach (e.g., the receiverbased auto rate algorithm [26]) can have the channel quality in
a more timely manner than a transmitter-based approach (e.g.,
the auto rate fallback algorithm [27]). For example, once hj
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS USED FOR NEIGHBORING INFORMATION AND DELAY ESTIMATION
ρ: a fixed time length (in number of time slots);
h i : a host;
d i : one-hop delay (in number of time slots) of h i ;
M AC d i : MAC access delay (in number of time slots) of a packet sent by h i , i.e., the
elapsed time from the time when the packet arrives at the head of the MAC queue of h i
to the time when it is received by the receiver;
E slot i : expected number of time slots needed for h i to transmit a packet during a time
period of length ρ;
E attem pt i : expected number of transmission attempts by h i during a time period of
length ρ;
b/i ratio i : busy/idle ratio of the channel sensed by h i during a time period of length ρ;
b slot i (i slot i ): number of busy (idle) time slots sensed by h i during a time period of
length ρ;
T pkt arvl rate i : total packet arrival rate of ongoing flows within the carrier sense
range of h i ;
E pkt leng i : expected length (in number of bytes) of packets sent by h i during a time
period of length ρ;
E bf slot i : expected number of backoff time slots of h i during a time period of length
ρ;
E pkt i : expected number of packets in the MAC queue of h i during a time period of
length ρ;
SINR i , j : SINR value of the link h i → h j ;
T i , 1 (T i , 2 ) : one-hop (two-hop) neighbor table of h i ;
p i , j : received power of h j from h i ;
f : a requested flow;
pkt arvl rate f : packet arrival rate of f ;
pkt leng f : packet length (in number of bytes) of f ;
slot i , f : number of time slots needed for h i to transmit a packet of f ;
b slot o ccp f : number of busy time slots occupied by f during a time period of length ρ;
(f )
b/i ratio i : busy/idle ratio of the channel sensed by h i during a time period of length
ρ with f admitted;
r 1 < r 2 < . . . < r n : n data rates (in Mbps);
SINR thrd p : SINR threshold for acceptable bit error rate (BER) while using r p ;
cs thrd p : carrier sense threshold while using r p ;
α : a multiplier.

receives a packet from hi , it can estimate pi,j and SINRi,j
at once.
The data rate used by a transmitter to transmit packets to a
receiver is determined by the SINR value of the link from the
transmitter to the receiver. In Ti,1 , when hi uses data rate rp , hj
can receive packets successfully from hi (or hj is an rp -neighbor
of hi ), if SINRi,j ≥ SINR thrdp . Similarly, in Ti,2 , when hj
uses data rate rp , hk is an rp -neighbor of hj , if SINRj,k ≥
SINR thrdp . On the other hand, when hi is transmitting packets
with data rate rp , hj must be blocked (or hj is an rp -carrier sense
neighbor of hi ), if pi,j ≥ cs thrdp . In this way, all rp -neighbors
and rp -carrier sense neighbors of hi can be determined from Ti,1
and Ti,2 .
The one-hop delay for a host depends on the number of waiting packets in the MAC queue and the contention time for
the shared radio channel. The number of waiting packets is
estimated with E pktj and E pktk , whereas the contention
time is estimated with b/i ratioj , b/i ratiok , E bf slotj , and
E bf slotk . In order to maintain Ti,2 , hi must have up-to-date
Ti,1 , together with b/i ratioj , E bf slotj and E pktj of its
r1 -neighbors hj , by periodically exchanging hello packets with
all its r1 -neighbors. The values of SINRj,i and pj,i in Ti,1 can
be updated whenever hi receives a packet from hj .
B. Estimating One-Hop Delay
Our estimation method for one-hop delay is similar to that
proposed in [22], where there are two mechanisms for backoff
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range adaptation and flow admission control in order to satisfy QoS applications with delay requirements in IEEE 802.11
wireless LANs. All parameters used in this section were defined in Table II. Suppose that hi uses data rate rp . Then, we
pkt leng i ×8
slot i
have b/i ratioi = bi slot
and E sloti = Er p ×(20×10
−6 ) , where
i

20 × 10−6 is the time length (in seconds) of a time slot. The
(f )
values of MAC di , di , and b/i ratioi were estimated in [22]
as follows:
MAC di = (E bf sloti × (1 + b/i ratioi ) + E sloti )
× E attempti

(1)

di = MAC di × E pkti
(f )

b/i ratioi

=

(2)

b sloti + b slot occpf
i sloti − b slot occpf

(3)

where b slot occpf = (T pkt arvlr atei + pkt arvl ratef ) ×
pkt leng ×8

f
sloti,f × (20 × 10−6 ) × ρ with sloti,f = r p ×(20×10
−6 ) . If f is
admitted, both MAC di and di can be estimated by (1) and (2)
(f )
as well as with b/i ratioi replaced by b/i ratioi .
slot i
. AfWhen f is not admitted, we have b/i ratioi = bi slot
i
ter f is admitted, some busy time slots are occupied by f ,
b slot +b slot o ccp
(f )
and hence we have b/i ratioi = i slot ii −b slot o ccp f , where
f
b slot occpf represents the effect of f on the busy/idle ratio of the channel. The value of b slot occpf was estimated
in [22], taking the effects of both the ongoing flows (i.e.,
T pkt arvl ratei ) and f (i.e., pkt arvl ratef ) into account.
Differently, we consider the effect of f only, while estimating
the value of b slot occpf . That is, we regard b slot occpf as
the number of busy time slots occupied only by f with packet
arrival rate pkt arvl ratef . Hence, we have b slot occpf =
pkt arvl ratef × sloti,f × (20 × 10−6 ) × ρ.
In this paper, the one-hop delay for hi is estimated as follows.
First, the value of MAC di is estimated according to (1), where
the value of b/i ratioi can be obtained by measurement. Then,
the value of di is estimated according to (2). In case a new flow
f within the carrier sense range of hi is admitted, the value of di
must be re-estimated. Also notice that the value of di calculated
by (2) is a mean. When it is used in our protocol (presented
later), it must be multiplied by a constant α (≥ 1) so as to satisfy
the delay requirement of f with a certain confidence level (if f
is admitted).

C. Constructing Delay-Sensitive Multicast Trees
In this section, a heuristic algorithm that can construct delaysensitive multicast trees for real-time multicast services in the
multirate MANETs is proposed. There is a tradeoff between the
data rate used and the transmission range induced. If forwarders
with higher data rates are selected, more forwarders are needed
to participate in packet forwarding along the trees. However,
when forwarders are transmitting data packets, all of their carrier
sense neighbors must be blocked. So, the network performance
may degrade, if there are a large number of forwarders. The
proposed algorithm takes data rates and the numbers of carrier

TABLE III
VARIABLES USED IN TREE CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION
f : a requested flow;
w
 i , j : weight of arc < h i , h j > ;
r i , j : data rate used for arc < h i , h j > ;
ẇ i : weight of h i ;
ṙ i : data rate used by h i ;
B i : set of hosts that must be blocked while h i is transmitting packets (with data rate ṙ i );
D : collection of some destinations;
F : collection of some forwarders;
R : collection of some data rates;
h s (h d ): source (destination) host of f ;
D̃ f : set of all destinations of f (D ⊆ D̃ f );
f (d): the host with minimum weight to destination h d ;
d req f : delay requirement of f ;
H j , k : set of hosts in an h j -to-h k route, exclusive of h k ;
Ṙ j , k : set of data rates used by the hosts in H j , k ;
w̄ j , k : weight of an h j -to-h k route;
ℵi : set of T i , 1 ’s collected by h i ;
Υ i : set of H j , k ’s collected by h i ;
ϕ j , k : residual delay of an h j -to-h k route;
i : set of ϕ j , k ’s collected by h i ;
τ : control packet transmission time between two neighboring hosts;
hop count: number of hops distant from h s ;

sense neighbors of forwarders into account, while constructing
a delay-sensitive multicast tree.
The proposed algorithm is presented in Section III-C1. A basic procedure is iteratively invoked to construct a delay-sensitive
multicast tree. Once it is invoked, it constructs delay-sensitive
routes to a specified destination. In order to reduce the resources
consumed by the constructed tree, it tries to minimize the sum
of the total transmission time of the forwarders and the total
blocking time of the blocked hosts. The basic procedure is detailed in Section III-C2, and an illustrative example is provided
in Section III-C3. Some implementation issues are addressed
in Section III-C4. All variables used in the tree construction
algorithm and implementation are listed in Table III.
1) Construction of Multicast Trees: The proposed algorithm
can reduce the resources consumed by a requested flow (i.e.,
f ), while constructing a delay-sensitive multicast tree. For this
purpose, each host is assigned with a weight, which sums up
its packet transmission time and the total blocking time of its
blocked hosts. Then, the weight of a route, which is the total weight of all hosts contained in it, can be regarded as the
resources consumed by the route. If multicast trees with less
resource consumption are obtained, more requested flows can
be accommodated and, hence, the network capacity can be enhanced. Hence, we have
ṙi =

pkt lengf
× (1 + |Bi |)
ṙi

where Bi = {hx |pi,x > cs thrdp with ṙi = rp } (pkt lengf
was defined in Table II).
Initially, let D = ∅ (the empty set), F = {hs }, and R contain the data rate of hs only. During the tree construction, a
minimum-weight route that connects some host, say hd ∗ , not in
D with some host in F ∪ D is constructed repeatedly until all
destinations of f are included in D (i.e., D = D̃f ). Whenever
such a route is obtained, hd ∗ is added to D and all hosts but
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hd ∗ in the route are added to F . The proposed algorithm, named
Delay_Sensitive_Tree, is presented below.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Procedure Delay_Sensitive_Tree(hs , D̃f , d reqf );
{ D ← ∅; F ← {hs }; R ← {ṙs };
/* Initially, let ṙs be the maximal data rate. */
repeat
for each hd ∈ D̃f − D do
Delay_Sensitive_Route(hd );
/* After the procedure is invoked, the values of
Hi,d , Ṙi,d , and w̄i,d for each host hi are
determined. */
determine hx ∈ F ∪ D with
w̄x,d = min{w̄j,d |hj ∈ F ∪ D};
f (d) ← x;
end for
determine hd ∗ ∈ D̃f − D with
w̄f (d ∗ ),d ∗ = min{w̄f (d),d |hd ∈ D̃f − D};
D ← D ∪ {hd ∗ }; F ← F ∪ Hf (d ∗ ),d ∗ ;
R ← (R − {ṙf (d ∗ ) }) ∪ Ṙf (d ∗ ),d ∗ ;
until D = D̃f
}.

There are three input parameters: hs , D̃f , and
d reqf for Delay_Sensitive_Tree. A procedure, named Delay_Sensitive_Route, is invoked to construct delay-sensitive
routes to a specified destination, i.e., hd (Hi,d , Ṙi,d , and
w̄i,d are then determined). These routes all have minimal
weights, and the one (i.e., the hf (d) -to-hd route) with minimum
weight is selected. Delay_Sensitive_Route is executed for each
hd ∈ D̃f − D within a for-loop, which is again within a repeatuntil-loop. The for-loop statement is executed |D̃f | times. The
hf (d ∗ ) -to-hd ∗ route, which is the hf (d) -to-hd route with minimum weight, is included as a part of the constructed multicast
tree each time when the execution of the for-loop statement
ends.
Throughout the execution of Delay_Sensitive_Tree, the set
D collects the destinations (i.e., hd ∗ s) that were connected
to the current multicast tree, and the set D̃f − D collects the
destinations that were not connected yet to the current multicast
tree. The set F collects the forwarders in the current multicast
tree, and the set R collects the data rates used by the forwarders
in F . The sets D, F , and R must be updated whenever a new
hd ∗ is found. Since the data rate of hf (d ∗ ) may be changed as
it is connected to another destination, ṙf (d ∗ ) must be removed
from R before Ṙf (d ∗ ),d ∗ is added to R.
When D = D̃f , Delay_Sensitive_Tree terminates with F
being the set of all forwarders in the multicast tree. If
no delay-sensitive route to hd is obtained after invoking
Delay_Sensitive_Route, then Delay_Sensitive_Tree terminates
without a delay-sensitive multicast tree constructed. In the next
section, Delay_Sensitive_Route is described in detail.
2) A basic Procedure: Delay_Sensitive_Route intends to
construct delay-sensitive minimal-weight routes to hd , by the
aid of Dijkstras shortest path algorithm [28]. Given a source
vertex in a weighted graph, Dijkstras algorithm can construct
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shortest (i.e., minimal-weight) paths from the source vertex to
all other vertices. A multirate MANET is conveniently represented by a directed graph G = (V, A), where each vertex in
V (each arc in A) uniquely corresponds to a host (a link). For
convenience, we use hi (or hj , hk , ...) to denote a vertex of G,
and < hi , hj > (or < hi , hk >, < hj , hk >, ...) to denote an arc
of G. An arc < hi , hj > means that hj is within the transmission range of hi when hi uses the base rate. Each < hi , hj > is
assigned a weight as follows:
w
 i,j =

pkt lengf
× (1 + |Bi |)
ri,j

(4)

where Bi = {hx |pi,x > cs thrdp with ṙi = ri,j = rp }. The
weight of a (directed) path in G is defined as the total weight of
the arcs contained in it. Also notice that w
 i,j differs from ẇi in
the data rate used.
Initially, ri,j is set to max{rp |SINR thrdp ≤ SINRi,j and
1 ≤ p ≤ n}, which is the maximally achievable data rate used
by hi such that hj can successfully decode packets received from
hi . It is referred to as the maximally achievable data rate of hi for
hj afterward. This rate setting is with the purpose of decreasing
the one-hop delay of the link hi → hj (hence increasing the
probability of obtaining a delay-sensitive route to hd ). Once hi
is selected as a forwarder, ri,j must be changed to min{ri,j , ṙi }
(and w
 i,j is changed accordingly). Since Delay_Sensitive_Route
intends to construct minimal-weight routes from all hosts to hd ,
 j,i , in order to apply
we have to swap each pair of w
 i,j and w
Dijkstras algorithm with hd being the source vertex.
Also notice that during the construction of a delay-sensitive
multicast tree (by Delay_Sensitive_Tree), a temporary multicast tree is maintained delay sensitive, i.e., the end-to-end delay
from the source to each destination does not exceed d reqf .
Besides, the temporary multicast tree should not cause delay
violation to any ongoing flow. As a consequence, the finally
constructed multicast tree can avoid HRP/HMRP. With this purpose, each route constructed by Delay_Sensitive_Route must be
delay sensitive.
More specifically, Delay_Sensitive_Route constructs delaysensitive routes by iteratively appending hosts to them. A host
can be appended to a route, only if there is no delay violation to
the route, the temporary multicast tree, and all ongoing flows.
Delay violation happens to a route (or a flow), if the end-toend delay exceeds the delay requirement. In the following, it
is described in detail how to decide whether a host hj can be
appended to a route hd → . . . → hi . Since the flow direction is
reverse, we use (hj →)hi → . . . → hd , instead of hd → . . . →
hi → hj , if necessary.
Define F̃i,j = {hj } ∪ Hi,d ∪ F to be the set of all forwarders in the temporary multicast tree augmented with the
route hj→ hi → . . . → hd (i.e., F = F̃i,j ), and H̃i,j = F̃i,j ∪
Bc to be the set of those hosts whose one-hop deD∪
h c ∈F̃ i , j

lay will increase, while the forwarders in F̃i,j are transmitting
packets. It is necessary to check if delay violation happens to
those routes that contain some hosts in H̃i,j Further, for each
hk ∈ H̃i,j , we define M̃i,j,k = {hc |hc ∈ F̃i,j and hk ∈ Bc } to
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be the set of those hosts that will block hk , while they are transmitting packets, where the data rate of hj (used for deciding if
hk ∈ Bj ) is set to rj,i .
The busy/idle ratio of the channel sensed by hk ∈
H̃i,j can be
 estimated by (3), where b slot occpf is calculated as h c ∈M̃ i , j , k ∪{h k } (pkt arvl ratef × slotc,f × (20 ×
10−6 ) × ρ)), i.e., the total number of busy time slots needed
for the hosts in M̃i,j,k ∪ {hk } to transmit the packets of the
requested flow f (pkt arvl ratef and slotc,f were defined in
Table II). Then, the one-hop delay of hk can be estimated by (1)
and (2) with b/i ratioi in (1) replaced by (3). Since each host in
hj → hi → . . . → hd is contained in H̃i,j , the end-to-end delay
of hj → hi → . . . → hd can be estimated by accumulating the
one-hop delays of all its hosts. If the end-to-end delay exceeds
d reqf , then delay violation happens to hj → hi → . . . → hd .
It can be decided, all the same, whether or not delay violation
happens to a source-to-destination route.
When an ongoing flow passes through a route, the forwarders
may be or may be not contained in H̃i,j . Delay violation happens
to the route, if the total increment of the one-hop delays induced
by its forwarders exceeds its residual delay, where the residual
delay of the route is the delay requirement of the flow minus the
end-to-end delay of the route [29]. The discussion above is also
valid for an ongoing flow over a multicast tree, if each sourceto-destination route is considered individually. It is discussed in
Section III-C4 how to obtain the residual delay of each ongoing
flow.
If the addition of hj to hd → . . . → hi does not cause delay
 i,j (after swapping
violation, then ṙj is set to rj,i , ẇj is set to w
 j,i ), and w̄j,d is set to w̄i,d + ẇj . The following is a
w
 i,j with w
formal description of Delay_Sensitive_Route.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Procedure Delay_Sensitive_Route(hd );
{/* V is the set of all hosts. */
set Hi,d = ∅ and Ṙi,d = ∅ for each hi ∈ V ;
set w̄d,d = 0 and w̄i,d = ∞ for each hi ∈ V − {hd };
apply Dijkstras algorithm to construct delay-sensitive
minimal-weight routes from all hosts to hd , with the
following modifications:
1) < hi , hj > is selected only if the addition of hj to
hd → . . . → hi does not cause delay violation to
those routes that contain hosts in H̃i,j , and
2) if < hi , hj > is selected, then set
Hj,d = Hi,d ∪ {hj }, ṙj = rj,i , Ṙj,d = Ṙj,d ∪ ṙj
and w̄j,d = w̄i,d + ẇj .
6: }.

The complexity of the proposed algorithm is
O((|D̃f |2 )ElogV), where V is the number of all hosts,
and E is the total number of neighbors of all hosts.
3) An Illustrative Example: The topology of an illustrative
MANET is represented by Fig. 1(a). The vertices s, d, d , 1, 2,
..., 8 correspond to hosts hs , hd , hd  , h1 , h2 , ..., h8 , respectively,
where hs is the source and hd , hd  are two destinations of the
requested flow f . The positive values beside the arcs are weights,
 6,4 = 1. Suppose that there is an ongoing
e.g., w
 4,6 = 2 and w

Fig. 1. Example: (a) Topology of a MANET. (b) After invoking
Delay_Sensitive_Route(h d ). (c) After invoking Delay_Sensitive_Route(h d  ).
(d) Final multicast tree.

flow over the route h7 → h8 whose residual delay is zero. It
is assumed that h7 is blocked when either of h5 and h6 is
transmitting packets.
Initially, let F = {hs } and D = ∅. During the first iteration of the repeat-until loop in Delay_Sensitive_Tree,
Delay_Sensitive_Route(hd ), and Delay_Sensitive_Route(hd  )
are invoked to construct delay-sensitive minimal-weight routes
to hd and hd  , respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c).
Assume that both routes satisfy the delay requirement. With
F ∪ D = {hs }, we have w̄s,d = 8 (i.e., hs → h1 → h2 → hd )
and w̄s,d  = 10 (i.e., hs → h1 → h3 → hd  ); thus, hd ∗ = hd is
determined. It means that the route hs → h1 → h2 → hd is selected as a part of the multicast tree. Then, D is updated to {hd }
and F is updated to {hs , h1 , h2 }.
When Delay_Sensitive_Route(hd ) is executed, the minimalweight route hs → h1 → h2 → hd is found by executing Dijkstras algorithm with hd being the source. If Dijkstras algorithm
is applied directly to Fig. 1(a), then d → 2 → 1 → s is obtained
 2,1 + w
 1,s = 7. However, the weight
whose weight is w
 d,2 + w
 s,1 + w
 1,2 + w
 2,d = 8. This exof hs → h1 → h2 → hd is w
 j,i need to be swapped, when Dijkstras
plains why w
 i,j and w
algorithm is used to find the minimal-weight routes. Also notice that when Delay_Sensitive_Route(hd  ) is executed, the route
h2 → h6 → hd  is not constructed, although its weight (= 4) is
smaller than the weight (= 9) of h2 → h4 → hd  , because it will
cause delay violation to the ongoing flow (over h7 → h8 ).
During the second iteration of the repeat-until loop in
Delay_Sensitive_Tree, only Delay_Sensitive_Route(hd  ) is invoked, because D̃f − D = {hd  }. Observe that h1 (∈ F ) is
now a forwarder of the temporary multicast tree and w
 1,2 =
3>1=w
 1,3 , implying that the data rate (i.e., ṙ1 ) of h1 is
smaller than the maximally achievable data rate (i.e., r1,3 )
of h1 for h3 . Hence, r1,3 is updated to min{r1,3 , ṙ1 } = ṙ1 ,
causing w
 1,3 to change from 1 to 3. The obtained minimal 1,3 = 3.
weight routes to hd  are the same as Fig. 1(c), except w
Then, with F ∪ D = {hs , h1 , h2 , hd }, we have w̄2,d  = 9 (i.e.,
h2 → h4 → hd  ). Hence, the route h2 → h4 → hd  is selected
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as a part of the multicast tree. The finally obtained delaysensitive multicast tree is shown in Fig. 1(d).
4) Some Implementation Issues: Recall that all rp -neighbors
and rp -carrier sense neighbors of hi can be determined, if pi,j ,
SINRi,j , SINR thrdp , and cs thrdp are available, where rp
is the data rate used by hi and hj is a neighbor of hi . Also,
b/i ratioi , E bf sloti , E pkti , and pkt arvl ratef are necessary to the estimation of the one-hop delay of hi ; the first three
are stored in the one-hop neighbor table of hi and the last is associated with the requested flow f . When an ongoing flow passes
through a route, the residual delay of the route must be aware in
order to decide if delay violation happens to the ongoing flow.
Suppose that an ongoing flow passes through a route from hj
to hk . Then the residual delay can be estimated as follows. When
hj sends a packet to hk along the route, the current timestamp is
appended to the packet. Once receiving the packet, hk estimates
the residual delay as the difference between the delay requirement and the end-to-end delay. The following is a protocol that
can collect all necessary one-hop neighbor tables, forwarders,
and residual delays, where ℵi is the set of Ti,1 ’s collected by hi ,
Υi is the set of Hj,k ’s collected by hi , ϕj,k is the residual delay
of an hj -to-hk route, i is the set of ϕj,k ’s collected by hi , τ is
the control packet transmission time between two neighboring
hosts, and hopcount is the number of hops distant from hs (also
refer to Table III).
1) The source hs performs the following.
a) Set hopcount = 1.
b) Broadcast a table_query (hopcount) to its neighbors.
c) Wait for table_replys from its neighbors for a time
period of 2 × maxhopcount × τ .
d) If hs has received table_replys from all its neighbors or there is a timeout at step (c), the protocol
terminates.
2) Upon receiving a nonredundant table_query (hopcount)
from a host, say hj , a host hi performs the following.
a) Set ℵi = {Ti,1 }.
b) If hi is the sink of an ongoing flow, set Υi = {Hs  ,i }
and i = {ϕs  ,i }, where hs  is the source of the flow.
Otherwise, set Υi = ∅ and i = ∅.
c) If hopcount < maxhopcount, perform the following.
i) Set hopcount = hopcount + 1.
ii) Broadcast table_query (hopcount) to its
neighbors.
iii) Wait for table_replys from its neighbors
for a time period of 2 × (maxhopcount −
hopcount + 1) × τ .
iv) If there is a timeout at step (iii), reply table_reply (ℵi , Υi , i ) to hj .
d) If hopcount = maxhopcount, reply table_reply
(ℵi , Υi , i ) to hj .
3) Upon receiving table_reply (ℵk , Υk , k ) from a host,
say hk , a host hi sets ℵi = ℵi ∪ ℵk , Υi = Υi ∪ Υk , and
i = i ∪ k .
4) If a host hi has received table_replys from all its neighbors, it replies table_reply (ℵi , Υi , i ) to hj (hj was
defined in step (2)).

7

Two control packets, i.e., table_query and table_reply,
are used in the protocol. To begin with, the source broadcasts a table_query with at most maxhopcount hops, where
maxhopcount is a predefined constant. Upon receiving a table_query, a boundary host replies a table_reply, together with
its one-hop neighbor table and the forwarders and residual delays of those ongoing flows that pass through it. A boundary host
either is maxhopcount hops distant from the source, or fails to
relay a table_query to farther hosts. Upon receiving a nonredundant table_query, a host hi sets ℵi = {Ti,1 }. If hi is the sink of
an ongoing flow, it sets Υi = {Hs  ,i } and i = {ϕs  ,i }, where
hs  is the source of the ongoing flow. Otherwise, it sets Υi = ∅
and i = ∅. On the other hand, upon receiving a table_reply
from a host, say hk , hi updates ℵk , Υk , and k to ℵi ∪ ℵk ,
Υi ∪ Υk , and i ∪ k , respectively. When a host has received
table_replys from all its neighbors, it sends a table_reply toward the source, appended with all one-hop neighbor tables,
forwarders, and residual delays it collected. The protocol takes
2 × maxhopcount × τ time (refer to step (1.3)) and generates a
total of m1 table_querys and m1 + m2 − 1 table_replys, where
m1 (m2) is the number of hosts whose hop distances from the
source are smaller than (equal to) maxhopcount. With a larger
value of maxhopcount, the proposed protocol can collect more
information and can construct a multicast tree which can satisfied the delay requirement with higher probability. It also takes
more time to collect information and to construct a multicast
tree with a larger value of maxhopcount.
In case control packets are lost, the constructed multicast tree
may not serve our purpose. Besides, the multicast tree may become out-of-date or disconnected, because of the host mobility.
By appending timestamps to data packets, a destination hd can
be aware of the end-to-end delay of the hs -to-hd route when it
receives packets from the source hs . Thus, delay violation to
the hs -to-hd route can be detected by hd . When it happens, hd
broadcasts a control packet, named route_query, to construct a
new delay-sensitive minimum-weight hs -to-hd route.
Upon receiving a route_query, a host hi discards the
route_query, if it cannot serve as a forwarder of a new hs to-hd route, i.e., if the end-to-end delay of the intended hi -to-hd
route exceeds the delay requirement or the channel busy/idle
ratio sensed by any of its carrier sense neighbors exceeds a predefined threshold. The threshold stands for a saturated level of
the channel. Otherwise, hi further broadcasts the route_query, if
hi is not a forwarder of the multicast tree, or computes the total
end-to-end delay of the hs -to-hi route and the intended hi -to-hd
route, if hi is a forwarder of the multicast tree. Further, hi sends
a control packet, named route_found, to hs , if the total endto-end delay does not exceed the delay requirement, or further
broadcasts the route_query, if the total end-to-end delay exceeds
the delay requirement. The purpose of route_found is to notify
hs of a new delay-sensitive hs -to-hd route. If there are multiple
hs -to-hd routes available, hs selects the minimum-weight one.
There is a route appended to route_query. More specifically,
when a host hi receives a route_query from its one neighboring
host hj , an hj -to-hd route, together with its forwarders, end-toend delay, and weight, can be found in the route_query. Thus,
the end-to-end delay of the intended hi -to-hd route can be estimated as the end-to-end delay of the hj -to-hd route plus the
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TABLE IV
PARAMETERS FOR DSM-M AND DSM-S

header size (bytes) of data packets
payload size (bytes) of data packets
multiplying factor α
refresh period (sec.) between two consecutive tree refreshes
data rates (Mbps)
threshold for channel busy/idle ratio

control packet size (bytes)

TABLE V
TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS

DSM-M

DSM-S

10
512
1.2
4
1, 2, 5.5, 11
4

10
512
1.2
4
1
4

160
10
1500
10
20

60
10
800
10
20

hello
table_query
table_reply
route_query
route_found

packet size (bytes)
160
160
500
500

generation interval (sec.)

bit rate (kb/s)

0.02
0.01
0.02
0.01

64
128
200
400

one-hop delay of hi . The latter can be estimated by (1) and (2),
where the maximally achievable data rate of hi for hj serves
as the data rate of hi . For a newly requested destination, it has
to broadcast a request message to the source. After receiving
the request message, the source should apply the proposed algorithm to reconstruct a delay-sensitive multicast tree for all the
destinations. Only if some delay-sensitive multicast tree can be
constructed, the newly requested destination can be admitted to
the multicast group.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Simulation was implemented using NS-2 [30]. The IEEE
802.11 DCF with CSMA/CA acted as the MAC layer protocol.
Each host was equipped with a radio transceiver. The two-ray
ground model [31] was adopted to predict the signal power received by the receiver, where the reflection from the ground
is considered. Hence, the signal power attenuated as 1/d2 ,
where d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.
The predefined values of SINR thrdp for p = 11, 5.5, 2, 1 are
6.99, 5.98, 1.59, −2.92, respectively. As suggested by [23], we
set cs thrdp = 91 dbm for maximizing the network throughput. CBR traffic flows were injected into the network from the
sources, and each host was provided with a MAC FIFO queue
of size 64 packets.
The proposed delay-sensitive multicast protocol is denoted as
DSM. Further we use DSM-M (DSM-S) to stand for the DSM
using multiple rates (single rate). The simulation was conducted
to perform the following tasks:
1) compare the one-hop delays induced by our method and
the method proposed in [22];
2) verify the effectiveness of DSM-S in avoiding HMRP;
3) compare admission ratios induced by different tree construction strategies;
4) compare the performances of DSM-M and DSM-S.
Table IV shows the parameters used for DSM-M and
DSM-S.
A. One-Hop Delay
The proposed one-hop delay estimation method differs from
the estimation method of [22] in the value of b slot occpf .
The simulation environment is described as follows. There are

Fig. 2. One-hop delays. (a) For 64 kb/s. (b) For 128 kb/s. (c) For 200 kb/s.
(d) For 400 kb/s. (e) For experiments.

16 hosts in the MANET, and it is assumed that they can hear
from each other. The traffic characteristics are summarized in
Table V, which are borrowed from [22]. There are four kinds
(i.e., 64, 128, 200, and 400 kb/s) of CBR unicast flows in [22].
The simulation lasts for 200 s. There were 11 flows, denoted
by f1 , f2 , ..., f11 , where fi is generated at t = 10 + (i − 1) × 3
(second) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 10 and f11 is generated at t = 140. Among
them, f1 , f2 , f11 are of 64 kb/s, f3 , f4 , f5 are of 128 kb/s, f6 ,
f7 , f8 are of 200 kb/s, and f9 , f10 are of 400 kb/s. The source
and the destination of each flow are selected randomly.
Fig. 2(a)–(d) show simulation results for the average onehop delays induced by our method and the method of [22],
together with those obtained by measurement (marked with
benchmark), for CBR flows of 64, 128, 200, and 400 kb/s,
respectively. Each average was taken for a period of one second
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hd''

hd

hd'

Fig. 3.

Effects of HMRP. (a) Multicast flow. (b) End-to-end delays. (c) Success ratios.

Fig. 4.

Avoidance of HMRP. (a) Multicast flow. (b) End-to-end delays. (c) Success ratios.

at t = 37, 39, 41, . . . , 199. Our method is more accurate than
the method of [22], as a consequence that we ignore the total
packet arrival rate (i.e., T pkt arvl ratei ) of ongoing flows,
while estimating the value of b slot occpf .
On the other hand, Fig. 2(e) shows experimental results for
two average one-hop delays; one was obtained by (1) and (2)
with the value of b/i ratioi being the measured busy/idle ratios
of the shared channel, and the other was obtained by real measurement using Wireshark [32]. Each average was taken for a
period of one second from t = 21 to t = 100. Experiments were
made on a 4-host wireless testbed, where hosts were deployed
such that they were r1 -neighbors of each other. The busy/idle
ratios of the shared radio channel and the one-hop delays were
measured using 2.53 GHz Intel Core2 Duo machines that ran
Windows 7 and each was equipped with an Intel WiFi Link
5100 AGN card. There were five one-hop UDP flows in the
testbed, which were generated at intervals of 20 s. Each flow
was of 100 kb/s and with a packet size of 512 B. Each host
transmitted packets with data rate 1 Mb/s. The error rate (i.e.,
| ∗ −  |/∗ , where ∗ is the really measured one-hop delay
and  is the estimated one-hop delay) is 1.11% averagely.

of data packets delivered by the source. In the simulation, there
were 50 hosts, randomly positioned in an area of size 1000 ×
1000 m2 , and three 64-kb/s unicast flows f1 , f2 , f3 , generated
at t = 0, 50, 100, respectively. These flows have the same delay
requirement of 0.05 s.
Given a multicast flow with three destinations hd , hd  , and
hd  , Fig. 3(a) shows the multicast tree constructed by [13]
(with the base rate). It is assumed that the multicast flow is of
128-kb/s and its delay requirement is 0.1 s. The simulation proceeds for 150 s. The average end-to-end delays and the success
ratios for the routes from the source to hd , hd  , and hd  are
shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c), respectively. Most of the average
end-to-end delays for the routes to hd and hd  exceed the delay
requirement, because of HMRP. Also, most of the success ratios
are below 0.5 with the same reason.
Fig. 4 is obtained by using DSM-S to redo the simulation of
Fig. 3. Observe that the tree constructed by DSM-S is different
from that constructed by [13], as a consequence that DSM-S
takes into consideration the delays induced by carrier sense
neighbors of forwarders, but not [13]. In all simulation cases,
the average end-to-end delays are below the delay requirement
(=0.1 s) and the success ratios are higher than 0.95.

B. Avoidance of HMRP
End-to-end delay and success ratio are used as two indicators
for the effectiveness in avoiding HMRP. The success ratio of a
unicast flow is defined as the number of data packets successfully
received by the destination without delay divided by the number

C. Admission Ratio
Simulation was conducted to compare the admission ratios
induced by four tree (or route) construction strategies that were
used in DSM-M, the multicast protocol of [12], and the two
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Fig. 7.

End-to-end delays.

Fig. 8.

Admission ratios.

Fig. 9.

Number of control bytes.

Admission ratios.

Influence of α on (a) admission ratio and (b) success ratio.

routing protocols of [25], [33]. They were all designed for the
multirate MANETs. DSM-M aims to minimize the sum of the
total transmission time of the forwarders and the total blocking
time of the blocked hosts, while the protocol of [12] aims to
minimize only the total transmission time of the forwarders. The
protocol of [25], [33] is the purpose of minimizing the average
transmission time (maximizing the total residual bandwidth)
of the forwarders. In our simulation, each multicast flow has
three destinations. There are 50 hosts randomly positioned in an
area of 1000 × 1000 m2 , and the source/destinations are selected
randomly. The flow rate and delay requirement are 64 kb/s and
0.05 s, respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the average admission ratios for different numbers of requested multicast flows, where the admission ratio
is the number of admitted flows divided by the number of requested flows and each average was taken for forty simulation
cases. The curve marked with [12] was obtained solely by the
protocol of [12], while the curves marked in [25], [33] were obtained by DSM-M, with the link weights calculated according to
the protocols of [25], [33], respectively. As observed, DSM-M
has the highest admission ratios in all cases, as a consequence
that DSM-M takes the blocked hosts into account while calculating the link weights.
Recall that the one-hop delay we estimated was multiplied by
α (≥ 1) so as to satisfy the delay requirement of the requested
flow with a certain confidence level. Clearly, after doing so,
the estimated one-hop (and hence end-to-end) delay would
increase, which could reduce the admission ratio of requested
flows on one hand and raise the success ratio of admitted flows
on the other hand. Fig. 6 shows the average admission ratios
[refer to Fig. 6(a)] and average success ratios [refer to Fig. 6(b)]

induced by DSM-M for different values of α, where each
average was taken for forty simulation cases. There were eight
requested flows used in the simulation of Fig. 6(a) whose rate
and delay requirement are 64 kb/s and 0.05 s, respectively, and
there were three admitted multicast flows used in the simulation
of Fig. 6(b) whose rate and delay requirement are 128 kb/s and
0.15 s, respectively. As observed, when the value of α goes up,
fewer requested flows are admitted and higher success ratios
are obtained.
D. Comparison of DSM-M and DSM-S
The performances of DSM-M and DSM-S were compared.
There were 50 hosts randomly positioned over an area of size
1000 × 1000 m2 . Each multicast flow has three destinations, and
its rate (delay requirement) is 64-kb/s (0.05 s). For each simulation case, forty instances were run and the average was taken.
Fig. 7 compares the average end-to-end delays of the multicast
trees constructed by DSM-M and DSM-S for different numbers
of multicast flows. Fig. 8 compares the average admission ratios
for different numbers of requested multicast flows. Simulation
results show that DSM-M has shorter end-to-end delays and
higher admission ratios than DSM-S.
Then, assuming that there are eight multicast flows, Fig. 9
compares the average numbers of control bytes generated per
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Fig. 10.

Admission ratios.

Fig. 11.

Success ratios.

second by DSM-M and DSM-S, and Fig. 10 compares the average admission ratios induced by DSM-M and DSM-S, both for
different numbers of hosts. When the number of hosts increases,
more control bytes are generated and higher admission ratios are
obtained. It is observed that DSM-M has higher admission ratios
at the cost of generating more control bytes.
Finally, the simulation of Fig. 11 considered host mobility,
where the random waypoint model [34] was assumed. There
were five multicast flows whose delay requirement is 0.05 s, and
their average success ratios induced by DSM-M and DSM-S
were compared for different host speeds: 0, 5, 10, 15, and
20 (m/s). To begin, both DSM-M and DSM-S have success
ratio 1 at speed 0. When the host speed is low (e.g., 5 or 10),
DSM-M has a higher success ratio than DSM-S, because the
routes constructed by DSM-M have smaller end-to-end delays
(and hence larger residual delays). Larger residual delays
will cause fewer packets violating the delay requirement. On
the other hand, when the host speed is high (e.g., 15 or 20),
DSM-M has a lower success ratio than DSM-S. The reason is
that the routes constructed by DSM-M are prone to be broken,
because DSM-M uses a higher data rate, which results in a
smaller transmission range.
Simulation results show that the trees constructed by the proposed multicast protocol can satisfy the delay requirements of
the requested flows and HRP/HMRP can be avoided. Besides,
when the network traffic is saturated, additional (about 30%
∼ 40%) requested flows can be admitted (refer to Fig. 10), if
multiple data rates are provided.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In order to exploit wireless resources efficiently and provide
QoS for real-time multicast services, a delay-sensitive multicast protocol for the multirate MANETs was proposed in this
paper. Due to the shared radio channel and host mobility in
MANETs, ongoing flows must be taken into account when we
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are designing a routing/multicasting protocol that intends to
satisfy the QoS requirements of the requested flows. Most of
previous routing/multicasting protocols for MANETs suffered
from HRP and HMRP, because they failed to estimate the resource consumption of carrier sense neighbors. The proposed
multicast protocol can satisfy the delay requirements of the requested flow and ongoing flows, while avoiding HRP/HMRP.
No delay-sensitive multicast protocol for the multirate MANETs
was proposed before.
An estimation method for one-hop delay was proposed, which
is prerequisite for constructing a delay-sensitive multicast tree.
When the IEEE 802.11 MAC is used, the proposed estimation
method needs to measure the busy/idle ratio of the shared radio
channel and estimate the channel contention time. Compared
with the previous estimation method in [22], the proposed estimation method treats the effect of the requested flow on the
busy/idle ratio in a different way. Simulation results show that
the proposed estimation method is more accurate than the estimation method in [22].
The proposed multicast protocol aims to construct delaysensitive multicast trees for real-time multicast services in the
multirate MANETs, with the objective of minimizing the sum
of the total transmission time of the forwarders and the total
blocking time of the blocked hosts. The data rates and carrier
sense neighbors of forwarders are taken into account, while constructing source-to-destination routes. Simulation results show
that the proposed tree construction method is superior to previous tree (or route) construction methods (e.g., [12], [25], [33])
in network capacity.
There are other QoS requirements, e.g., bandwidth, packet
dropping rate, and delay jitter, for real-time applications. One
further research topic is to consider them in the multirate
MANETs. In order to construct QoS-satisfied trees (or routes),
some up-to-date data (e.g., residual bandwidth if bandwidth
is considered) must be available to all hosts. Also, carrier
sense neighboring information must be collected by routing/multicasting protocols, as done in this paper, in order to estimate the resource consumption. Since the transmission ranges
of hosts rely on the data rates they use, how to select proper
data rates for hosts so that the wireless resources can be utilized
efficiently is also crucial.
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